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Field Test 1: March 3rd to 16th, 2019 was the first large field deployment of Project OWL
technology in Puerto Rico. This report details statistics, challenges, conclusions, and outlook
forward as a result of this event.

The objective of Field Test 1 was to deploy the wireless network solution in regions throughout
Puerto Rico and prove the viability of OWL technology. This was accomplished through dozens
of DuckLink devices and observations made in OWL incident management software.

The technology performed well, but the people involved truly made this event a success.
Altogether over 25 individuals from more than 6 separate organizations came together to make
this deployment possible. Joining OWL were representatives of IBM and IBM Corporate Service
Corps (CSC), Information Technology Disaster Resource Center (ITDRC), the Governor of
Puerto Rico, the Mayors of Isabela and Comerío, DroneAid, Engine-4, Johnson & Johnson, as
well as local first responders and local community groups.
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Project OWL deployed technology in five separate regions across the island of Puerto Rico
testing capabilities of the technology in several challenging geographies.

The regions where testing was executed consisted of urban (San Juan), suburban (Dorado),
coastal/beach (Loíza), coastal/mountain (Isabela), and jungle/valley (Comerío) geographies.
These regions were selected for testing as a result of their unique needs after Hurricane Maria
as well as from recommendations of local Puerto Ricans. There was no predetermined
infrastructure in each location, and the deployments required only OWL technology and a
cellular connection to transmit network activity to the internet.

Various deployment locations around Puerto Rico
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Project OWL manufactured all
DuckLinks deployed on the island in
the first week during deployment.
Each DuckLink is built from a small
Internet of Things (IoT) computer
board, a radio antenna, and a battery
pack. The devices are small, not much
bigger than a standard smartphone.
The Duck electronics are enclosed in
a clear case with a Project OWL
sticker.

The small, portable form factor
renders easy to carry and place the
devices in convenient locations such
as on trees, signs, on the ground, or
on buildings.

The final piece was simply to switch
the Duck to “on”. Then, these newly
minted DuckLink devices were ready
for deployment across the island of
Puerto Rico.

Ducks in a row after manufacturing at the OWL nest
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Each region required a different deployment based on topology, weather, foliage, and building
infrastructure. Thus, each network consisted of a unique mesh architecture. Loíza was the first
location for deployment and was completed using a linear mesh to test the efficacy of the
network and range of the devices. In total, 13 Ducks were deployed in the Loíza region.

Isabela was the largest deployment (23 Ducks) in a donut-like shape around the coastline,
along streets, and up the side of a cliff. Comerío was the final deployment and proved most
challenging as a very remote jungle and valley landscape.

A Duck sits in sand at Loíza, and an “overview” team meeting just before deployment in Isabela
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At each regional deployment, network activity was monitored in OWL software. Any messages
sent by individuals on the ground through the network were sent into cloud databases through
PapaDucks. This information and the health of Ducks was recorded and analyzed in the cloud.

Any individual on the ground can use the network provided by Project OWL through a standard
smartphone by connecting to the generated WiFi network. Once connected, a captive portal
automatically deploys on the device asking for more information about the individual’s situation
and needs. Through this interface, Project OWL collected over 6,000 data points showing the
potential of this technology to operate at scales large enough to support disaster relief.

Watching the data on the network was made possible through OWL incident management
software. This cloud-based incident management system provided mapping visualizations
showing network communications as dots on a map in real-time during regional deployments.

Screenshots of OWL mapping visualizations during network activity
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The ClusterDuck army awaits with a drone, and Project
OWL introduces Ducks to Puerto Rico officials.

Project OWL encountered several
challenges during Field Test 1.
These challenges primarily spanned
technology and deployment
efficiency. These were fortunate
occurrences - they provide insight
into current issues and a focus
area. Most importantly, they are
solvable and will be tackled for the
next deployment.

During deployment, Project OWL
was pleased to discuss our solution
with officials in Puerto Rico. Their
enthusiasm for OWL technology
provides motivation to approach
bigger challenges in the future.
Project OWL is eager to deploy at
the next location as soon as
possible in preparation for tackling
large challenges throughout the
world.

Project OWL is thankful for every person who made this deployment possible and is using the
experience from Field Test 1: Puerto Rico as a springboard to bring this revolutionary
technology to the people that need it most. We passionately look forward to the next challenge.
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